
7 DAY PREMIUM SOUTH AFRICAN 

BUSH FLYING SAFARI   

This is our premium 7 Day South African Safari, aimed at guests 

wanting the wildlife experience of South Africa’s Big Game Parks as 

well as more luxurious accommodation. It follows a northern routing, 

through Zululand and the greater Kruger National Park and includes 

spectacular scenery and a host of close encounters with Africa’s Big 

(and smaller) Wildlife. Accommodation varies from Tented to luxury 

Safari Camps.   

FLYING TIME MINIMUM: 20 HOURS @ $250/HR = $5000/AIRCRAFT 

ACCOMMODATION: From $2750 per person sharing (Includes 6 nights on Safari). Single supplement if not 

sharing accommodation of 30%.  

COST FROM $5750 PER PERSON IF SHARING AN AIRCRAFT. MINIMUM 3 AIRCRAFT, 4-5 PERSONS.  

SAFARI DAY 1 – EVA’S FIELD TO MKUZE FALLS GAME RESERVE 

Depart Eva’s Field in the morning, routing along the Tugela River to the coast, and northwards towards Zululand. 

Lunch break and refuel in Hluhluwe, before the flight to the spectacular Mkuze Falls Game Reserve. We arrive in 

time for the afternoon Game Drive. 2 Nights in Mkuze Falls. 220nm, +-3.5hrs flying time. 

 

SAFARI DAY 2:  Sunrise flight along the Mkuze River, returning via the stunning Pongola River in time for breakfast. 

Relax and siesta, followed by lunch and afternoon Game Drive. 2-3 hrs flight time.  



 

Low Level along the Pongola River 

 

 

Mkuze Falls Lodge 

 

 



DAY 3 – MKUZE FALLS to MANYELETI GAME RESERVE 

Depart Mkuze Falls with a packed breakfast, route around Swaziland to Manyeleti Game Reserve, within the greater 

Kruger Park Reserves. Accommodation in Honeyguide Tented Safari Camp. 250nm, +- 4.5 hours flying time. 

 

DAY 4 – MANYELETI GAME RESERVE. Non-flying day spent on Game Drives and relaxing in the Bush.  

 

 

Cheetah in the Manyeleti Game Reserve 



DAY 5 – MANYELETI TO MADIKWE GAME RESERVE. Depart early from Manyeleti, routing via the Blyde River Canyon 

to Madikwe, home to Africa’s Big 5, and massive populations of elephant. Afternoon Game Drive, and then overnight 

at Rhulani Safari Lodge. 300nm, +-4.5 hours flight time 

 

DAY 6 – MADIKWE. Non-flying day. Full day in Madikwe. Morning and afternoon Game Drives.  

Overnight at Rhulani Safari Lodge.  

 

White Rhino in Madikwe Game Reserve 

DAY 7 – MADIKWE TO EVA’S FIELD – We depart early, stopping for brunch and fuel at Parys airfield on route home. 

Making a few more stops on the way, both off-field and at airfields such as Bethlehem, we arrive home in the early 

afternoon. 360nm, +-5.5 Hours flight time.  

 



FLYING TIME FOR THIS SAFARI: Approx: 20-22 Hours 

 

Included in the Rates: 

 Includes 20 hours of Safari Flying. This is the minimum number of hours for the Safari, and are not 

refundable should the Safari be affected by weather or other circumstances beyond our control. Any extra 

hours flown will be billed at the standard rate of $250/hr. 

 Includes all meals and accommodation while on Safari. (Please note this does not include the cost of 

accommodation prior to or after the completion of the Safari).  

 Includes aircraft, fuel, instructor/safety pilot/s and all logistical backup services required while on safari. 

 Collection and return from Pietermaritzburg Airport, and transfer to your accommodation prior to the 

Safari departure.  

 Shuttle to and from Eva’s Field, our base.  

 

Not Included in Rates:  

 Accommodation prior to or after the 7 Day Flying Safari.  

 Pilot License Validations and local flying prior to the Safari.  

 License Validation administration fee is $100. Minimum 1 Hour validation test flight @$200 

 Alcoholic beverages 

 Additional hours flown 

 Additional nights in particular accommodation due to being grounded by bad weather. 

 $250 Insurance Premium 

Terms and Conditions: 

Unless you are an experienced taildragger or bush pilot, we highly recommend arriving 4 days prior to the start of 

your Safari, in order to complete your South African license validation, and participate in our Advanced Bushflying 

Course.  

This involves approx. 6-10 hours of individual instruction on our Bush Planes (either Savage or Savannah), and 

provides you with the necessary skills and confidence to take on the adventure of Bush Flying in Africa. The cost of 

the course is $200 per flying hour ($1200-$2000). 

We can arrange excellent accommodation nearby prior to and after the Safaris, and the cost is approx. $75 per night 

per person, meals included.  

RELEASE FROM LIABILITY: Each safari participant will be required to sign a “Liability Release” form before departure 

on a Safari. The content of this document is two-fold: 1) that the safari participant broadly acknowledges his or her 

own responsibility for his or her own actions in participating in a self-fly Safari, and any subsequent consequences; 2) 

the safari participant agrees that Flying Frontiers and African Bushflying Safaris will not be held liable for injury, 

death, damages or other loss suffered by the safari participant arising from his or her participation in a Flying Safari. 

As far as possible, we remain on schedule, but do not take risks with weather. We fly strictly VFR, and the 

guide/instructors make the final decision on weather and other conditions.  

In the event we are required to spend an additional night/s, these are billed as extras. We do as far as possible try 

to get refunds for nights not spent on route, but this is not guaranteed.  

If lodges listed are not available for the specific Safari Dates, African Bushflying Safaris has the right to choose 

alternative accommodation in the similar area.  

A payment of 50% of the full Safari cost is required to confirm the Safari. The balance is due 30 days prior to 

arrival.  


